Interim Handlist

Collection reference  GD 33
Collection title  Papers of Rev William Thomas Cairns (1868-1944)
Shelfmark(s)  MS CAI 1-6

About this handlist  Scan of an older typescript list
1-2. Hymnological notes and papers from the library of the Rev. W.T. Cairns. (Also, notes from Miss A.G. Gilchrist.) 4° In a folder. 1927-43. Includes hardcover exercise book (4°) containing additional notes [c.1900?]

3. Miscellaneous hymns and folksongs. [Collected by W.T. Cairns.] obl. 4°. 1922-42. [Notebook ruled in staves.]

4. The anthems of Samuel Sebastian Wesley. 4° 8 leaves. [1939.]

5. Samuel Sebastian Wesley. 4° 13 leaves. Expanded version of CAI 4, 1943.

6. Hymnological notes from the library of Rev. Millar Patrick. 4° In a folder. 1932-42.